
• Tackle heavy-duty tasks with high-strength construction  
and reinforced structures

• Optimize loading performance with a design that facilitates  
easy penetration and efficient filling

• Maximize payloads with enhanced bucket volume and  
machine performance

• Help reduce maintenance costs with resilient durability that  
helps mitigate wear and tear

When you need a wheel loader bucket that can help you meet the demands of heavy-duty excavation and material handling tasks, look to 
Komatsu’s wheel loader buckets to get the job done. Engineered for a variety of applications, Komatsu offers a full range of mining buckets 
specifically designed with reliability, resilience and performance in mind for our WE1850 and WE2350 wheel loaders. 

Handle heavy material efficiently,  
even in challenging conditions

Talk with a distributor today if you want 
to elevate your load-carrying and digging 
abilities with a durable and resilient wheel 
loader bucket from Komatsu. 

Wheel loader buckets



Enhanced for your performance
Mechanically attached J-bolt lip and wing shrouds help protect the front edges of the bucket and work 
designed for consistent and efficient material handling. 

Protect your bucket. Work effectively. 
An inside liner package provides wear protection for the bucket while minimizing overall weight for an efficient 
operation without compromising the loader’s lifting capacity or fuel efficiency.

Consistent and efficient material penetration
Modified spare lip with P200 series weld-on adapters and XDL teeth offer excellent penetration and wear life 
for a reliable performance during your extraction and loading applications.

Built to help extend your equipment’s lifespan
Specially designed and reinforced rock deflectors help safeguard critical components to help reduce the 
frequency of replacements or repairs and enhance the bucket’s overall durability.

Minimize wear on the primary lip
Bolt-on lip end protectors give you comprehensive coverage for the lip and are easy to maintain, helping 
reduce maintenance costs and downtime for repairs.

Preserve the structural integrity of your bucket
Bolt-on wear runners are placed along the bottom of the bucket, serving as protective barriers against 
abrasion, wear and impact to help promote the bucket’s service life.

Excavate, transport and manage your materials 
effectively to enhance productivity   

Talk to a distributor today about 
Komatsu’s wheel loader buckets. 
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Available in standard and high-lift configurations for coal and hard rock applications, these buckets feature a Hensley-modified spare lip with 
P200 series weld-on adapters and XDL teeth that provide an excellent combination of penetration and wear life. All buckets are SAE rated and 
can deliver full payload by SAE standards.

Excellent performance starts with 
reliable, durable mining equipment.
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